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Lantana strangling ixora is the latest publication by Persaud which offers the reader a
diverse and wide-ranging collection of poems, all of which are explored with his signature wit
and skilful mastery of language. As always, Persaud continues to demonstrate the depth and
complexity of the many concerns that have informed much of his writing to date, whether it is
politics; identity; religion; globalisation; family matters or some of the many challenges faced by
the Guyanese diaspora. Whilst he clearly draws upon both his Caribbean and Indian heritage as a
source of creative inspiration, this by no means confines his interest in either geographical or
representational terms. Instead, this volume presents us with the poet’s desire to examine and
articulate a myriad of ideas which recognise neither formal nor informal boundaries of any kind.
As he so pertinently writes: “…History is made by the media, / truth by dreamers, madmen,
poets…” (p. 35, my emphasis.)
Whilst Persaud has lived outside of the Caribbean for many years, several of these latest
poems continue to reflect the influence between his own writing and that of key figures from the
region such as Wilson Harris, V.S. Naipaul and Derek Walcott. Often his allusions are fleeting –
“For those without Arkansas or other testaments” (p.12) – whilst in other instances he makes
specific reference to these authors or their work – ‘Guerillas’ (pp. 38-9), ‘Mongoose Men’ (p.32),
‘Naipaul Inventing “Hat”’ (p. 58), or the ‘reconstruction’ of “…Palace of the Peacock” (p.34).
His witty re-imagining of the much publicised and on-going antagonism between Naipaul and
Walcott is particularly well expressed in ‘Sir VSN sends greetings to Walcott on Halloween’:
“Do not stand before my door / With a mask on your face /…Spidey, odyssey and Trojan/ Imitation imitation imitation (p.48). There can be no mistaking the challenge that Walcott’s use of
Homer’s epics makes him just another ‘mimic man’, although there is another level of irony in
such a comment given that Persaud himself has previously alluded to Homer’s Odyssey in his
earlier work A Surf of Sparrows’ Songs.
Another aspect of Persaud’s work that is particularly striking is the way in which he delights
in the sensuality of the natural environment, whilst intertwining it – like the lantana with the
ixora of the collection’s title - with a timeless hint of longing for a world that is forever just out
of reach: “…where are the white-eyed / parrots and the fowl-cocks, laden red pepper / beds,
double marigolds necking Canna, /…we could never / come back to that we left behind…”
(pp.56-57). Some of the most powerful images of nature are to be found in his accomplished use
of metaphor and simile, which often renders the ordinary into something quite extraordinary:
“The heavy rake’s a pelican / Sifting this green-blond inlet.” (p.13), or the “…thawa saada roti /
swelling like a craupaud” (p. 45). Whether he is dealing with alliterative memories of Guyana:
“sugarcane stalks swishing” (p. 73) – or the fear of natural disasters: “Let no dove scream in a
flooding night.” (p.20), we can sense that this is a finely balanced collection of work which
carefully mixes the past with the present without ever resorting to sentimentality or pathos.

There is undoubtedly a strong, rhythmic element to Persaud’s writing which makes his
poetry flow across the pages almost like a great waterway itself. Nazareth has commented that
river imagery “figure[s] greatly in Persaud’s poetry” 1 and this collection is no exception with
explicit references to several of America’s great waterways: Boston’s Charles River (‘Hole in
Your Head’), the Colorado (‘River and Histories- Kennedys in Imax’) and “the frozen Delaware”
(‘Elephants in the Room’). These rivers act as conduits for Persaud’s poetic imagination to
connect on multiple levels – with the very tangible nature of the environment in which he currently resides, through the Guyana of his birth (the ‘land of many waters’) and inevitably with the
mighty Ganges of his Indian heritage. Yet, as with all of Persaud’s writing, the ebb and flow of
vast rivers also provides a metaphor for the human condition which is delicately counterbalanced
by the poet’s desire to celebrate the smaller, more intimate issues in life.
The range of themes covered in this collection make it apparent that Persaud is able to turn
his critical eye upon contemporary or political issues just as effectively as when dealing with
nature, personal relationships, or aspects of Hinduism which inform so much of his writing. In
‘In January’, for example, he adeptly mingles aspects of the latter (“Chants from a thousand
yogis”) with a cutting take on American Presidential semantics: “Even if you play / On words
like that other “lawyer” / In the White House (I did not have sex / With that woman) an African
father / Makes you African…” (p. 54). As he so aptly comments in another poem in this collection: “…repeated often / fiction assumes fact” (p. 45). Shifting seamlessly from globalisation –
“leaving you clutching a pen / manufactured in Guangdong Province” (p. 27) – to international
banking – “Eight Internet Explorer windows / Open to funds moving between / Europe, Asia, the
Middle East, and / the Americas: Where are the money / Launderers?” (p. 11), all these issues are
rendered as subjects worthy of the poet’s and, by implication, the reader’s careful deliberation. It
may well be, as another poem suggests, that: “…truth is not the same / In all cultures.” (p. 44),
but let us hope that writers like Persaud continue to draw our attention to matters of such global
importance, as well as entertaining us through the varied output of his creative imagination.
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